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I. INTRODUCTION 
An analytical framework to analyze the stage-by-stage detec- 
tion dynamics of the multistage CDMA multiuser detector [l] 
is presented. The density evolution idea is applied to  analyze 
the multistage detector. Message distribution is treated ba- 
sically by Gaussian approximation, but interstage correlation 
of messages is systematically taken into account, which turns 
out to  provide significant improvement. 
11. MULTISTAGE DETECTOR 
We consider the following basic fully-synchronous K-user 
baseband CDMA channel model with perfect power control, 
K 
r f i  = N-112  SEX^: + uon' (p  = 1, .  . . , N )  (1) 
k=l 
where r" is the received signal at  chip interval p, and Xk E 
{-1, 1} and {SE; p = 1,. . . , N }  are the information bit and 
the signature sequence of user IC ( I C  = 1,. . . , K ) ,  respectively. 
U: is the variance of channel noise, and n" - N ( 0 , l ) .  The 
multistage CDMA multiuser detector [l] updates the tentative 
decision 2;) at stage t by 
where h k  = N-'I2 E:='=, .sirfi is the matched filter output for 
user I C ,  and W k p  c N- l  E,=, SESE, is the correlation of the 
signature sequences of users IC and IC ' .  
N 
111. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
We have shown that the multistage detector can be re- 
garded as an approximate sum-product algorithm, in which 
variable and chip nodes. This observation suggests applica- 
tion of the density evolution idea to  describe stage-by-stage 
dynamics of the multistage detector under random spreading 
assumption and in the large-system limit ( K ,  N -+ CO while 
p = K / N  kept finite). We assume Xk = 1 without loss of 
generality. Distribution of 2;)  is characterized by the overlap 
Mt G K - l  E:='=, which is also related to the bit error 
rate Pit' = (1  - Mt) /2 .  Distribution of u t )  is, however, diffi- 
cult to characterize, because u f )  contains the following term 
which has complex interstage dependence. 
2.(t) and ut) hk-Ck , fk  Wk?, i?$)  serve as messages between 
N 
k '#k  '=1 k ' f k  
Motivated by an analysis on similar systems in neural net- 
work literature [2],'we decompose U;) as U;) = 1 + Nok - Nit ' ,  
and assume the distribution of NOk and Ni t )  to be joint Gaus- 
and derive time evolution equations for the parameters by 
taking into account correlations between terms at adjacent 
stages only. The resulting equations are 
2 Mt+l = 
+ X M t - l  F ( '  - '2 - ")) , 
x=*1 
Ut+l = - p c 1 + z M t - l F ' (  1 - U$ - X) 
vt 
x = f l  
v," = 0: + p  - 2Ct + s:, ct = pMt + (U: + p  - Ct-1)Ut7 
s: = p + Vt"-'=,ut" + 2PMt(1- Mt&l)Ut,  (5) 
where F ( r )  f i J o z e - " 2 / 2 d u .  Figure 1 shows that the 
computer simulation results (p  = 0.5) are approximately re- 
produced by the density evolution. It also shows that the 
accuracy has been significantly improved by the consideration 
of the interstage correlations. It should be noted that, even 
though the Gaussian approximation is itself incorrect, the an- 
alytic framework allows us to systematically improve the ap- 
proximation by taking into account correlations between non- 
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Figure 1: Detection dynamics of multistage detector 
(/3 = 0.5; thin lines: density evolution; thick lines: simula- 
tions ( K  = 4000); dashed line: density evolution without 
correlation (shown for &,/No = 9 only)). 
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